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Introduction 
 
To anyone who has travelled through unknown territory the advantage of being able to 
use a map and compass with ease and confidence is readily apparent. Even if one never 
intends to step off a marked trail, there is always the possibility that some day the 
markings will end whether or not through any fault of your own.  You will then be faced 
with being lost, and completely dependent upon somebody else to find you and your 
group. 
 
GPS receivers can replace the tried and true magnetic compass, but they are not without 
their shortcomings.  Batteries can run down, especially in colder weather, and the units 
can be damaged or lost.  A compass can be a lifesaving backup if it is not used as your 
primary means of navigation. 
 
The opportunity to walk through the woods and paddle our lakes and streams is one to be 
taken with gratitude and reverence.  Opportunities can be increased many times by 
learning the proper use of a map and compass as well as a GPS receiver.  One can 
experience the satisfaction of passing through unexplored territory.  You can enjoy too 
the thrill of stepping out of the woods to the shore of a pristine lake at the very location 
you had predetermined on your map, or the satisfaction of navigating many kilometres 
from civilization and returning again completely confident of your whereabouts at all 
times. 
 
The objectives of this course in navigation are: 
 

1. To learn the navigation skills which will enable one to confidently travel through 
the forests and water systems of Nova Scotia. 

2. To gain the ability to find one’s way back to familiar territory if temporarily lost 
or disoriented. 

3. To be able to accurately describe one’s intended route(s), a) to enhance the trip 
for those one leads and b) to serve as a valuable source of information to a search 
party in the event that return to civilization is not possible within a prescribed 
period of time. 

 
The following pages provide some background information and exercises for an intensive 
2 ½ day training session in wilderness navigation.  The session is intended for those who 
have had little or no instruction in the use of map and compass.  It will not make expert 
navigators from novices in the time allotted, but it should teach everyone the basic 
techniques.  Frequent practice of these techniques is necessary to produce competent and 
confident woods travellers.  Suggestions will be found at the end of these notes for 
further reading and practice. 
 
Navigation is a useful skill – it might save your life.  But it should also be fun.  We have 
kept this in mind in designing this course, and hope that anyone who participates will 
agree.  
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The Topographic Map 
 
This section consists of material reproduced from the publication, “Every Square Inch”, 
by L.M. Sebert, published by the Survey and Mapping Branch of the Department of 
Energy, Mines and Resources.  We gratefully acknowledge the permission of the 
Minister of Supply and Services Canada to reproduce this material. 
 
What It Is 
A topographic map is a representation of the features of a portion of the surface of the 
earth drawn to scale on paper.  The features shown may be classified into four main 
divisions: water, including the sea, lakes, rivers, ponds, marshes, swamps, glaciers and 
snowfields; relief, including mountains, hills, valleys, cliffs, slopes and depths; culture, 
including the works of man such as cities, towns, villages, buildings, railways, highways 
and land boundaries; and vegetation, including wooded areas, orchards, vineyards and 
cleared areas.  The degree of exactness in representing the features of the area will 
depend on the relative size of the map to the area mapped. 
 
Before a map is drawn, the area to be represented is photographed from the air using a 
special camera installed in an aircraft flown at a constant height and speed on carefully 
predetermined courses.  The resulting air photos are used by a photogrammetrist in 
drawing the detail to be shown on the map under preparation.  The information taken 
from the air photos will be supplemented by additional data collected by field surveyors. 
 
The field surveyor first determines the exact geographical location and height above sea 
level of a network of features clearly defined on the air photos supplied. This will enable 
those who draw the map to ensure that the information taken from the photographs is 
correctly positioned and that the whole map is drawn correctly to scale.  The second duty 
of the field surveyor is to classify road and track surfaces, and to locate schools, churches 
and other buildings that are shown on the map by special symbols.  The surveyor will 
also check the names of places and features and complete any detail on the map that 
cannot be determined from the air photo. 
 
Scale 
To be a true representation of the surface of the ground a map must be drawn to a 
uniform scale.  All distances on the ground must be shown on the map in the same 
proportion, and this proportion must be known to the map user.  The beginner must 
obtain a good grasp of this subject, otherwise erroneous ideas are formed in assessing 
size and distance as shown on the map relative to the actual area on the ground. 
 
The scale of the map is shown as the fraction or proportion of map distance to true 
distance.  Thus the 1:250,000 map indicates that one unit of distance on the map 
represents 250,000 units on the ground. 
 
If all maps were drawn to the same scale it would be an easy matter to compare actual 
areas on the ground.  All maps, however, are not made for the same purpose and 
consequently different scales are used.  The scale of each map is given careful study 
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before the drawing is commenced.  Several factors are taken into account when deciding 
upon the scale of the map including the location of the area being mapped, the use to 
which the map will be put, the interests of the people who will be using the map, the 
economic importance of the area, the maps of the area already available and the probable 
future map requirements of the district. 
 
To meet these requirements the scales used for Canadian topographical maps are: 
1:25,000 
1:50,000 
1:125,000 
1:250,000 
 
All Canadian topographic maps carry a graduated scale on the face of each sheet, This 
scale shows the distance in kilometres on the map relative to the scale used. 
 
Direction 
Having obtained an understanding of the meaning and use of the scale of a map, it is 
possible to estimate or measure the distance between any two points shown.  In addition 
to distance another important matter to be kept in mind in looking at a map is that of 
direction.  It is the almost universal custom in topographic maps to have the north at the 
top of the map.  This being the case, the bottom would be south, the right hand side east, 
and the left hand side west.  This arrangement is only a convention, but as it has been 
generally adopted by map makers it is an essential thing to remember.  The directions 
mentioned here are the true or astronomic north and south, east and west, and must be 
distinguished from magnetic directions.  The compass in Canada points to the north 
magnetic pole which was estimated in 2005 to be at 82.7° N 114.4° W, to the west of 
Ellesmere Island, the biggest of the Queen Elizabeth Islands. During the 20th century it 
has moved 1100 km, and since 1970 its rate of motion has accelerated from 9 km/year to 
41 km/year (2001-2003 average). 
 
Thus, in Canada from coast to coast “true north” and “magnetic north” are not the same 
except along one line known as the “Agonic Line”.  When east of this line the compass 
points west of north and when west of it the reverse is true.  The local variation between 
true and magnetic north is shown on all Canadian topographic maps. 
 
Position 
It is essential that a topographic map should precisely define the position of the area 
mapped in its relationship to the earth’s surface.  This is done by using graticule marks at 
the edge of the map to show degrees of latitude and longitude.  In addition to the 
graticules, a system of rectangular grid lines is printed on most topographic maps so  that 
points can be located and referred to by numerical coordinates (see rectangular grid 
references page 7).   
 
Map Symbols 
It must not be assumed from what has already been said that a topographic map shows 
the landscape in the same way as a photograph or a painting.  A person unacquainted 
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with map reading may be disappointed at the first sight of a map.  A feature such as a city 
or large lake will be noticed at once, but smaller features must be searched for.  Also, 
although a topographic map is printed on a flat surface, it purports to represent elevations 
and depressions.  It is, therefore, necessary to deduce from symbols and lines on the map 
the differences of elevation and to visualize the scene in the mind.  This is not easy, but 
the ability can be acquired by practice, by actually comparing a map with the area 
mapped, by picking out on the map the features that can be seen on the ground, and by 
looking for and discovering in the field the features shown on the map. 
 
To appreciate the presentation of elevation and depression shown on the flat surface of 
the map, the beginner must have a clear understanding of the purpose and use of contour 
lines.  Contour lines, generally brown in colour, connect points of equal elevation 
throughout the area presented on the map.  Some lines are numbered to indicate the 
height of the ground in metres above mean sea level (M.S.L.) 
 
If a person were to follow on the 
ground the course of a contour line, he 
would go neither up nor down hill, but 
would remain on the same level.  
Contour lines indicate the places where 
the country is hilly or where it is 
nearly level, or where there are coulees 
and valleys.  They can be used to 
determine the drainage areas for rivers 
and streams.  From them the elevation 
of any point on the map can be 
estimated within small limits, as the 
elevation of the ground between two 
contour lines is greater than the lower 
and less than the higher. 
 
Figure 1 illustrates an imaginary hill, which rises from sea level to 158 metres, as it 
would appear on a map and as it would appear in cross section. 
 
On all maps there is a reference to the symbols and 
abbreviations used.  They may be shown entirely on 
the margin of the map or partially on the margin with 
the rest on the back of the map. 
 
Rectangular Grid References 
Topographic maps carry a rectangular grid with 
numbers in the margin identifying the horizontal and 
vertical lines.  On large scale maps (1:50,000 and 
larger) each number consists of two digits as shown in 
Figure 2. 
 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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To arrive at a map reference of the church shown in Figure 2, we would first note the 
numbering of the lines that form the west and south of the square.  As mathematicians 
have for centuries given the “X” co-ordinate before the “Y” coordinate, map users follow 
suit by quoting eastings before northings.  Therefore the designation of the square 
containing the church would be 9194.  To give a reference of the church itself, we must 
imagine the square divided into 100 smaller squares (ten by ten).  Now we estimate by 
eye that the church is six tenths of the way between lines 91 and 92.  In the same way we 
can estimate that it is four tenths of the way between lines 94 and 95.  Using these facts 
we can quote the eastings as being 916 and the northings as 944.  By convention, these 
are run together into a reference 916944.  
 
Even more precision can be obtained by using a romer, a small graduated square (Figure 
3).  It can be seen that the reference can now be given as 91559432. 

 
It should be noted 
that a map 
reference always 
has an even 
number of digits, 
the first half being 
eastings, the 

second half northings.  This is a most convenient 
system, but unfortunately reference numbers 
repeat themselves every 100,000 metres.  
Therefore a method has been devised to identify 
the 100,000 metre squares, by letters which are printed on the face of all grided 
topographic maps.  This is particularly important with medium and small scale maps 
(1:250,000 and smaller), as unlettered references are ambiguous on a single map.  Two 
identifying letters are always given before the numbers.  The example above (Figure 4) 
shows a reference on a 1:250,000 map (where grid lines are usually identified by a single 
number).  Here the church would be in square VK99; and more precisely, at point 
VK9294.  This reference is still not unique, but the same reference does not occur again 
for 2880 km. 
 
If for some reason a reference is required that is unique in the world, one must look to the 
margin of the map for the Grid Zone designation.  The zone number is followed by a 
letter which gives the general area north or south of the equator in bands of 6 degrees.  
Therefore the unique designation of the above church, if we were in the area of Ottawa, 
ON, would be 18 TVK9294. 
 
It is most important that the map user practice the locating of positions and features on a 
map by the use of the six or eight figure reference system until he/she is competent to cite 
coordinates with accuracy and confidence. 
 
After practice the user will be able to say with a glance at the map: 
“The cottage is at 476104 on the Gulf Lake Sheet” 

 
Figure 3 

Figure 4 
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“Meet at cross roads 374239 at 5 p.m.” 
“The survey monument is in square 3417” 
 
This type of communication allows for complete understanding between members of a 
party even if a portion of topography is not known to all.  Because very few Canadian 
topographic maps, at the same scale, have the sane name, by stating the sheet name as 
well as the reference, all risks of ambiguity can be avoided. 
 
 
The Compass 
 
How do We Navigate? 
All of us have encountered or heard about people who are considered  to have a good 
sense of direction.  They may be hunters or fishermen who have spent a great deal of time 
in the woods.  Or they may be people who live in cities.  Both groups appear to be able to 
find their way around their frequented environments with no external source of help.  
They always seem to know how to walk or drive to where they are going. 
 
However, if we were to investigate more closely we would find that anyone with a sense 
of direction is much more attuned to the external world than those of us who seem to get 
lost just trying to find the local grocery store or our campsite water supply.  Over the 
years they learned, almost unconsciously perhaps, to make use of many directional 
signals around them.  The sun is an obvious one and can be a reliable way of determining 
direction or to ensure that we travel in a straight line.  Even if it overcast it is still 
sometimes possible to detect the position of the sun if the cloud layer is not too thick. 
 
The wind can be a useful means to maintain a desired direction although careful attention 
must be paid to detect any changes in wind direction as time passes.  It cannot be reliable 
in itself but, in combination with other signs, it is a useful tool. 
 
The results of prevailing winds are further signals recognized by experienced and  
sensitive outdoors people.  Drifted snow will form ridges indicating the wind direction 
and most of us will recall trees, growing in exposed places, that are clear signposts of 
strong, prevailing winds. 
 
We begin to see now that people with a sense of direction have one, not because of some 
sixth sense, but because they have, through observation and experience, developed their 
five senses to the extent that they can make best use of nature’s directional signals.  What 
such navigators are doing is relating their position to some other known position or 
direction.  And this is true whether we are travelling in the largest city or an unexplored 
wilderness. 
 
We could all develop our ability to find our way using these and other techniques.  Some 
of us would learn faster than others.  But it would take a great deal of training and 
practice to become proficient enough to confidently travel from place to place.  
Fortunately there exists a reliable and simple means to ensure our being able to travel in a 
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straight line rather than chase ourselves around in circles.  A magnetic compass is a very 
valuable piece of equipment which we will appreciate all the more as we use it.  
Combined with a topographic map we are capable of travelling virtually at will with the 
assurance that we will reach our destination. 
 
As with any piece of equipment we must know its limitations as well as the proper way to 
use it.  The magnetic compass points to magnetic north, a point some 1600 km. south of 
the north pole.  Erratic behaviour limits its use in much of the arctic, but compasses 
almost always can be relied upon in Nova Scotia.  However anything which disturbs the 
magnetic field, which causes the compass needle to point to magnetic north, must be 
taken into account or eliminated when we use a compass.  We should be aware, for 
example, that high tension wires, ore bodies, metal zippers, in fact any item which 
disturbs a magnetic force, will deflect a compass needle if close enough to it.  
 
Compasses can also break or even lose their magnetism, but on the whole, good 
compasses are very reliable.  Chances are that if you do not reach your destination there 
is something wrong with your navigational skills, not your compass! 
 
In all our descriptions of compass use we will assume it is similar to Figure 5.  That is, it 
has a transparent plastic base on which is inscribed a direction of travel arrow, and a 
movable plastic or metal housing which is marked in degrees, from 0 to 360 degrees.  
Lines parallel to the North arrow on the compass housing, are inscribed on the bottom of 
the compass housing.  Contained within the housing is the magnetized needle which 
aligns itself in a north/south direction.  In the better compasses the needle is sealed within 
the housing which contains a liquid to reduce the tendency of the needle to swing when a 
bearing is being taken.   
 

Taking a Bearing on an Object 
Hold the compass in the palm of your hand with the direction of travel arrow pointing 
directly to the object on which you are taking the bearing.  Unless your compass has a 
sighting device, hold it at about waist level, parallel to the ground.  Make sure that there 

Figure 5 
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is no metal object or electric current close enough to deflect the needle.  Allow the 
compass needle to reach a stationary position, then turn the compass housing until the 
north seeking end of the compass needle (often red in colour) is pointing to North (N) on 
the housing.  Check to ensure that the direction of travel arrow is still aimed at the object 
on which you are taking a bearing.  Now you can simply read your bearing in degrees 
where the base of the direction of travel arrow meets the compass housing (some 
compasses have the words, “read bearing here” at this position). 
 
Remember that the north seeking end of the compass needle must be aligned with North 
on the compass housing.  If the other end of the needle  (often white in colour) is aligned 
with north, your bearing will be exactly 1800 off. 
 
Following a Bearing 
Let us say that you wanted to travel on a bearing of 2000.  First, turn the compass housing 
until the 2000 mark is over the base of the direction of travel arrow.  Now, hold the 
compass in the palm of your hand at waist level and in a horizontal position, with the 
direction of travel arrow pointing straight in front of your body.  Turn your whole body 
(not just the compass) around slowly until the north seeking end of the compass needle is 
aligned with north on the compass housing.  To proceed at a bearing of 2000 just walk in 
the direction indicated by the direction of travel arrow (do not travel in the direction of 
the compass needle, except when you want to go north; in that instance, the compass 
needle and direction of travel arrow would coincide). 
 
When following a bearing it is safer, and more accurate, to look ahead and pick out a 
landmark (e.g. a tree, rock, etc.) on your bearing.  Then put down the compass and walk 
to the landmark.  Repeat this procedure until you have reached your destination.  If there 
is no landmark, or if you are travelling through thick bush, an effective procedure is to 
send someone in your party ahead to the limit of visibility, direct that person to the proper 
bearing, then walk to your human landmark. 
 
 
Map and Compass 
 
Individually, a map and compass are valuable tools for navigation, together they extend 
the limits of each, allowing us to determine our direction and distance, and thus the 
ability to reach any objective. 
 
The distance from one point to another is determined by measuring the distance on the 
map using any unit of measurement (the metric system is the most convenient).  This 
measurement is then converted to the distance in the field by means of the map scale.  For 
example a measurement of 2 cm between two points on a 1:50,000 scale map would be 
equivalent to a distance of 100,000 cm or 1 km in the field. 
 
The direction or bearing from one point to another is measured by placing the base of the 
compass along the line joining the starting (A) and finishing (B) points (Figure 6).  Make 
sure that the direction of travel arrow is pointing in the direction you wish to go.  Holding 
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the compass base steady, turn the compass housing around until the grid lines on the 
compass housing are parallel to the north/south lines on the map.  Make sure that north 
on the compass housing is pointing to magnetic north on the map.  Now simply read the 
bearing on the compass housing at the base of the direction of travel arrow.  This is the 
bearing you would follow in the field to travel from the starting to the finishing point 
determined on the map. 
 
Two important points must be emphasized.  First, failure to comply with either one of the 
underlined statements above will result in an error of 1800.   Second, the compass bearing 
determined from the map can only be followed in the field if the grid lines on the 
compass housing are aligned with the magnetic north/south lines.  If not, a correction for 
what is known as declination must be made. 

 
 
Declination 

The compass needle points to the magnetic 
north pole while topographical maps are 
aligned to the true north pole.  The magnetic 
north pole is about 1600 km south of the 
geographic north pole.  The angle made as a 
result of different locations of these two poles 
is known as the declination. 
 
In Nova Scotia the magnetic north is west of 
true north as shown in Figure 7. 
 
To draw magnetic north lines on the map, first 
find the declination printed on the map, then 
subtract that figure from 3600.  Set your 
compass at that calculated bearing (e.g. if that 
declination was 200, you would set your 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 
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compass at 3400).  Place the compass on the topo map so that the compass grid lines are 
parallel to the map grid lines.  Now draw the magnetic lines on the map using the side of 
the compass as a ruler.  Parallel lines can be added as required.  
 
If you wish to correct for declination each time you 
go from map to compass or compass to map here is 
one way to reason it out.   
 
Figure 8 shows magnetic north, west of true north by 
200.  Suppose you had determined a bearing from 
your topo map of 450.  What would be the magnetic 
bearing you would set your compass to?  By referring 
to the sketch it is easily seen that the angle between 
true north and the map bearing is less than the angle 
between magnetic north and the map bearing.  Thus 
you would add 200 to obtain a magnetic bearing of 
650.  This is the bearing you would follow using your 
compass. 
 
Conversely if you had determined a bearing in the field of 650 with your compass, similar 
reasoning would lead you to decide to subtract 200 to obtain a map bearing of 450. 
 
You may be familiar with one or more rhymes to help you to determine whether to add or 
subtract to correct for declination.  If you find such a method better for your purposes, by 
all means, use it.  The important thing is to use a method in which you have confidence 
and can use every time without making an error. 
 
Field to Map 
One can also take a field bearing and transfer it to a map.  This is accomplished by first 
taking a bearing on an object that can be located on your map.  Next place the compass 
on the map (it is useful to have the map attached to a rigid surface such as a clipboard) so 
that the compass grid lines are parallel to the magnetic north lines on the map; the North 
on the compass housing is pointing toward magnetic north on the map; and the direction 
of travel arrow is pointing toward the object on which the bearing has been taken.  Your 
field position is some point on the imaginary line running along the base of the compass, 
parallel to the direction of travel arrow.  (Move the compass on the map,  keeping the 
grid lines parallel to the magnetic north lines, until a corner of the compass base lies on 
the object, and draw a line along the long edge of the compass base.  Your position is 
somewhere on this line).  In Figure 9 below, the object is a microwave tower.  

Figure 8 
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Pace Counting 
To determine your personal pace first measure off a 100 metre distance with a tape 
measure.  Walk this measured distance 3 or 4 times and divide the total number of double 
paces by the number of times you walked the 100 metres.  For example, if you counted a 
total of 204 times that your left foot touched the ground in walking the route 4 times, 
dividing by four will tell you that you require an average of 51 double paces to travel a 
distance of 100 metres.  
 
Map Walk 
A map walk is exactly that.  Take a look at your map and plan a route which you are 
capable (both physically and mentally) of following from start to finish.  First orient the 
map; that is turn the map around until all features on the map correspond with the same 
features in the field.  In other words, north on the map is aligned with north in the field. 
 
 
As you start off on a road or path keep your thumb moving along on the map continually 
to follow your ever changing position on the ground.  Constantly check features around 
you (e.g. intersections, streams, lakes, open areas, buildings, contours, etc.) to confirm 
your location on the map.  Constant practice like this will enable you to “read” a map 
much more quickly and accurately. 
 
After gaining a little confidence on roads and paths, pick a destination which requires you 
to travel through the woods a short distance.  The destination can be a small target, but it 
should be located on a feature such as a road or stream running perpendicular to your line 
of travel.  Then you can afford to make some error in your compass bearing and still 
reach your destination safely.  Use your map and compass to determine the bearing and 
then follow that bearing in the field.  This kind of exercise will soon give you a great deal 
more confidence (and satisfaction) in the use of a map and compass. 
 

Figure 9 
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It should be noted that a map “walk” could also be conducted on a lake, especially one 
with a lot of islands and shore indentations.  Extra caution must be used in this situation.  
For safety there should be a minimum of three canoes carrying out the exercise.  Such a 
precaution (i.e. a minimum of three people) is recommended on land as well, particularly 
in the initial stages.  Under no circumstances should an area be chosen where there is a 
possibility of getting lost.  Choose an area that is surrounded by roads, power lines or 
some natural boundary.   
 
 
Route Finding Techniques 
 
Dead Reckoning 
You can, with practice, determine with sufficient accuracy the distance you travel by 
keeping account of the time.  After adjusting for the type of terrain, you can estimate the 
distance travelled and thereby determine fairly accurately where you are.  For example if 
you knew you travelled at the rate of 2 km per hour through open woods with undulating 
terrain, and knew your starting position on the map as well as your travel direction, you 
could determine your approximate location by multiplying your rate of travel by the 
number of hours travelled and measuring the distance on the map. 
 
Off Aiming 
Suppose you are returning to your car which is parked on a road running perpendicular to 
your line of travel.  When you reach the road and do not see your car how do you know 
in which direction to travel to find it?  To eliminate unnecessary walking, when you take 
a bearing back to your car deliberately set your compass so that you will be sure to end 
up on one side of the car or the other.  Then you will know in which direction to walk 
when you reach the road.  In Figure 10, assuming point A is your car and you wish to 
return to it from point B, it is essential that you off aim to the right, otherwise you may 
miss the road altogether.  

 
Figure 10 
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Bracketing In 
This technique provides similar results to off aiming.  Suppose you had set up camp on a 
lake and were returning to that camp after a day’s exploration (Figure 11) you reach the 
shore of the lake but the camp is not in sight.  Which way do you walk to reach camp?  
To guard against such an occurrence set up markers at set distances from the camp (e.g. 1 
km and 2 km on either side of the camp). 
 

 
Then no matter in which direction you walk (assuming of course that you are within the 2 
km limit of camp) you will come upon one of the markers and then know in which 
direction to travel to reach your camp.  All the markers must be different, of course, so 
that you know which one you have reached. 
 
Triangulation 
If you can determine two or more points 
on the ground that correspond to the 
same two or more points on your map 
you can pinpoint your location in the 
following way: take bearings on each of 
the points and plot these on your map.  
Your location is the point where the 
lines intersect.  If possible, you should 
take 3 bearings and plot them on the 
map.  It is not likely that all 3 lines will 
intersect at the same point but they will 
enclose a small area which encompasses 
your location.  Figure 12 shows how this 
was done making use of a hilltop, 
microwave tower and road intersection 
as triangulation points. 
 

Figure 11 

Figure 12 
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Sighting a Line of Position 
Again, using your camp as an example, take a 
bearing to a permanent and prominent point 
(e.g. hill, tower, etc.) which you will be able 
to see wherever you travel from your camp 
(the problem is that such features cannot 
always be found).  After a day of wandering 
you simply return to that bearing (line of 
position) and return to your camp as depicted 
in Figure 13. 
 
 
If You Are Lost 
First you must make the decision whether or not you stay where you are and wait to be 
rescued.  If you are absolutely sure that no one will be looking for you (or will not know 
where to look) you must get out on your own.  Simply stated, you must travel to the 
nearest distant base line (e.g. road, railway, coast, etc.).  In Nova Scotia this should rarely 
mean a straight line distance of more than a few kilometres, but terrain (e.g. swamp, bog, 
lakes, hills, etc.) could make it a long 
walk, particularly if your energy supply is 
low. 
 
If you are only temporarily lost, i.e. a short 
distance from your camp, you can use the 
technique shown in Figure 14 to find your 
way back.  That is, travel in ever 
increasing squares until you reach your 
camp.  Make sure that your line of sight to 
each completed square overlaps, otherwise 
you could miss your camp.  Do not use a 
circular pattern and do not continue after 
dark. 
 
 
The Stars 
Navigation by the stars is an accurate method to travel.  However there are two major 
problems.  First, the sky is not always clear enough to see the pole or north star.  
Secondly, travelling at night can be hazardous.  Other than to determine your direction to 
travel at daylight, then, travel by the stars is not recommended unless the terrain is free 
from any danger and/or there is sufficient moonlight, or a battery powered light, to see 
properly. 
 
Polaris, the north star, is easily located from the big dipper.  Simply measure a distance of 
five times the distance between the two outer stars in the cup or the big dipper (Figure 
15).  Polaris is never more than 2 ¼0 from true north in our latitude. 
 

Figure 13 

 

Figure 14 
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The Sun 
The sun rises in the east and sets in the west.  This is true about March 21 and September 
23 of each year.  But the rising and setting will vary considerably from East and West 
near the summer (about June 22) and winter (about December 22) solstices.  With some 
observation and experience it is not difficult to determine and remember the approximate 
directions where the sun rises and sets at various times throughout the year. 
 
There are a number of sun light spot and sun shadow-tip methods of determining 
direction.  They should be considered no more than approximate methods and be used 
with caution.  However, they may be useful in an emergency or survival situation. 
 

1) Split one end of a stick so that it will hold a piece of birch bark or similar flat 
material, then push the other end in the ground so that the stick is perpendicular to 
the ground.  Make a hole, about 5mm in diameter, in the birch just above the split.  
Measure the distance from the light spot made by the sun shining through the 
hole, to the base of the stick shortly before noon.  After noon make repeated 
measurements of the distance of the light spot from the base of the stick until that 
measurement is identical to the pre-noon measurement.  The line drawn between 
these two equidistant points will be approximately east-west. 

 
2) Another method is to plant a stick vertically in the ground and mark the height of 

the stick’s shadow over a similar period as above.  The shortest shadow is 
obtained when the sun is directly south.  (Figure 16) 

 
3) A third method is to place a stick in the ground and slant it towards the sun so that 

it will cast no shadow, wait for a little while until it does cast a shadow.  The 
length of this shadow will be approximately east-west. 

 

Figure 15 
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4) Direction can be obtained very approximately with a dial watch by pointing the 
hour hand at the sun.  Halfway between the hour hand and twelve is 
approximately south.  If the watch is used before 6:00 a.m. or after 6:00 p.m., the 
larger angle between the hour hand and 12 – not the smaller angle – should be 
used. 

 
 

Figure 16 
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The Route Card 
 
The route card is a systematic method of planning and recording your route.  It is useful 
for several reasons: a) it encourages you to examine many important details of your trip 
such as direction, distance, time, terrain, hazards, etc.  Such a close examination will 
often disclose points that were overlooked in your preliminary planning; b) it is a written 
record for you to use during your trip.  If you are not proceeding at the calculated pace 
you will be informed soon enough to make changes and c) it is a written record for you to 
leave behind with a responsible person who will take the appropriate action if you do not 
return at a prearranged time.  Of course you must ensure that you follow the prescribed 
route (or one of the alternate escape routes you have recorded) so that in the event a 
search must be organized, it is directed to the right area.  
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Useful Websites 
 

1. http://www.gov.ns.ca/hpp/physicalactivity/nsold.asp - provides an overview of the 
Nova Scotia Outdoor Leadership Development Program including its purpose, 
components and schedule. 

 
2. http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Falls/9200/navigation_map_compass.html - 

describes the use of a map and compass for navigation in detail. 
 

3. http://www.orienteering.ca - the website of the Canadian Orienteering Federation 
where the sport of orienteering is described.     

 
4. http://orienteeringns.ca - the Orienteering Association of Nova Scotia offers meets 

where novices and experts alike gather to run marked courses through wooded 
areas using a map and compass.  This is an excellent way to practice one’s 
navigation skills   

 
5. http://gpsinformation.net - a website which contains a great deal of information on 

the Global Positioning System (GPS) including how GPS receivers work, and 
descriptions of the many models of receivers that are available for purchase. 

 
6. http://www.geocaching.com - geocaching is a sport where one uses a GPS 

receiver to locate hidden caches in Nova Scotia and thousands more around the 
world.  All the caches are posted on this website and one can select them by 
location, type and difficulty.     

 
7. http://www.maritimegeocaching.com and http://www.atlanticgeocaching.com - 

websites which connect maritime and atlantic geocachers through local events and 
meetings as well as posted information on geocaching of interest to Nova Scotia, 
New Brunswick, Price Edward Island, and Newfoundland and Labrador users of 
GPS receivers. 
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Games and Exercises 
 
The following games and exercises provide a logical progression in the teaching of 
navigation skills and they encourage the learning of those skills in an enjoyable way.  
Past participants have commented that the games were fun and perhaps because they 
were fun, those taking part felt that their learning of the skills, incorporated within the 
games, was enhanced.  We hope that you will agree. 
 
1.  8-PT. Orienteering Compass Game* 
Take an imaginary walk on graph paper following the compass directions given below.  
One step is equivalent to one square.  You will end up with a diagram. 
 
Starting Point – Count 12 down and 4 across from the right hand side.  Mark you starting 
point. 
1-W  1-NW  1-E  1-S  1-W  4-S  2-SW  1-S  1-SW  2-S  2-W  1-NE 
4-N  1-SW  4-W  1-NW  1-SW  1-S  1-SW  2-S  2-W  1-NE  4-N 
5-NW  2-N   
 
Starting Point – Count 14 down and 11 across from the right hand side.  Mark your 
starting point. 
1-S  3-SE  3-S  1-SW  1-E  1-NE  2-N  1-NE  2-NW  1-NE  1-N 
1-NE  1-N  1-NW  3-W  1-SW  2-S  1-SW  3-W  1-NW  2-S  1-SW 
4-S  1-SW  1-W  1-NE  5-N  1-NW  1-N  1-NW  1-N  1-NW  4-N 
1-SW  1-W  1-SW  1-W  1-NW  2-NE  1-N  1-NE  1-E  1-N  1-SE 
1-E  4-SE  1-S  4-E  1-NE  3-E  1-NE  1-E  3-SE  5-S  1-W 
1-NW  4-N  1-NW  1-W  1-SE  2-S 
 
Starting Point – Count four up and eleven from left hand side.  Mark your starting point. 
1-NW  5-N  1-E  2-N  1-E  1-NE  1-N  2-W  1-SW  2-S  1-W  1-N 
1-E  1-W  2-N  2-NE  2-S  2-N  3-E  1-N  2-S  1-E  2-N  1-W 
2-NW  1-E  1-N  1-NE  1-E  1-SE  1-S  1-E  1-SW  1-NW  1-W 
1-SW  1-NE  1-E  1-SE  1-SW  1-S  3-E  2-SE  3-S  1-W  1-N  1-E 
1-W  1-N  1-NW  2-N  2-S  2-W  1-S  1-SE  1-E  2-S  1-E  5-S 
1-SW  2-W  1-S  3-W  1-N  2-W 
 
* Reprinted by permission of Silva Limited 
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Map Symbol Relay* 
1) The participants are organized into teams of 4 to 6 members. 
2) The first member of each team is given a card with a symbol on one side and a 

written description of a different symbol on the other side. 
3) Starting with this card, the first member of each team must run to a common point 

and exchange his or her card with the symbol which matches the written 
description. 

4) The new card is returned to the next team member, who must then run to the 
common point to find the card which matches the written description. 

5) This continues until all team members have gone at least once. 
 
Following is a sample layout for the cards.  The cards should be fairly heavy to avoid 
being blown away.  The game may be made more interesting by placing obstacles (e.g. 
pylons, rope swing, fence, stream) between the teams and the symbols. 
 

* Reprinted by permission of Silva Limited 
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3.  Direction and Distance Game #1 (find the Pet Rock) 
Each participant (or group of 2 participants) is given a series of bearings and paces to 
follow to find their “pet rock” (a rock wrapped in aluminum foil is a good object to use at 
night). 
With the use of a compass and a flashlight (if necessary) the participants set off to their 
destination. 
This game is most easily organized by having the route describe a simple geometric 
shape such as an equilateral triangle, square or rectangle.  Directions can be written on 
cards and given to the participants.  Each participant could be given a different set of 
bearings and paces to follow.  For example, the following directions could be used; walk 
46 paces at a bearing of 250; walk 45 paces at a bearing of 1450; walk 46 paces at a 
bearing of 2650.  Alternatively random bearings and paces could be given provided the 
routes had been chosen at the site in advance of the game. 
 
4.  Circle Game (school yard compass game)* 
The course consists of lettered plastic squares (about 15 x 15 cm) set up in a large circle.  
The plastic squares can be staked to the ground with a nail. 
 
To lay out the course place an unmarked stake in the center of the area you have chosen 
for the game.  Attach a 20 meter measuring string (the length may vary according to the 
size of the area being used) to this center stake.  Starting from the center stake each time, 
choose a compass bearing, stretch out the measuring string along this bearing and place a 
lettered plastic square at the end of the string. 
 
The lettered plastic squares are placed at the 
bearings as shown in the diagram on the right.  
 
To play the game each participant must have a 
compass, pencil and instruction card.  The card 
indicates at which marked stake to start and the 
compass bearings to follow to complete the course.  
When ready to start, each participant goes to the 
marker which has the letter corresponding to the 

starting point 
of his/her 
instruction card, and proceeds according to the 
instructions.  The letter found on each marker on the 
route is recorded on the instruction card.  On the left 
is an example of a player who has been given an 
instruction card with directions to start at the letter 
E and proceed at bearings of 1250, 260, 2920, 2220, 
and 1060. 
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Circle Game Instruction Cards 
Note: the instructions below are simplified to the extent that all players start from the 
center stake. 
 
#1 #2 
180,  305,  29,  100,  162,  221 250,  358,  68,  140,  198,  252 
___   ___   __   ___   ___   ___ ___   ___   __   ___   ___   ___ 
 
 
#3 #4 
272,  42,  112,  178,  236,  305 340,  100,  162,  221,  287,  358 
___   __   ___   ___   ___   ___ ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
 
 
#5 #6 
32,  140,  198,  252,  320,  42 63,  178,  236,  305,  29,  100 
__   ___   ___   ___   ___   __ __   ___   ___   ___   __   ___ 
 
 
#7 #8 
110,  221,  287,  358,  68,  140 147,  252,  320,  42,  112,  178 
___   ___   ___   ___   __   ___  ___   ___   ___   __   ___   ___ 
 
 
#9 #10 
180,  320,  68,  162,  236,  305 250,  29,  112,  198,  287,  358 
___   ___   __   ___   ___   ___ ___   __   ___   ___   ___   ___ 
 
 
#11 #12 
272,  68,  162,  236,  320,  42 340,  112,  198,  287,  29,  100 
___   __   ___   ___   ___   __ ___   ___   ___   ___   __   ___ 
 
 
#13 #14 
32,  162,  236,  320,  68,  140 63,  198,  287,  29,  112,  178 
__   ___   ___   ___   __   ___ __   ___   ___   __   ___   ___ 
   
Answers for Circle Game 
#1 AEOUZP    #2 EIULPA    #3 IOLZAE    #4 OUZPEI    #5 ULPAIO    #6 LZAEOU  
#7 ZPEIUL    #8 PAIOLZ    #9 AIUZAE    #10 EOLPEI    #11 IUZAIO    #12 OLZIOU 
#13 UZAIUL    #14 LPEOLZ    
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5.  Following Bearings at Measured Paces (Rope Game)* 
This game is played in an open area with a 30m rope laid east-west on the south edge of 
the field.  The rope is marked at 2m intervals starting with zero (#0m) metres (tape or 
markers) at the west end and #30m at the east end.  The rope is used for determining 
one’s pace as well as to indicate starting points for the game. 
 
As an example suppose 10 markers were set up.  Each of the 10 people starting could be 
given an instruction card on which is listed a series of directions and distances.  For 
example one card may say to begin at starting point #4m and go 400 for 40m, then 1550 
for 20m and finally 2400 for 30m.  If followed correctly these directions would lead the 
person to another numbered marker.  More than three sets of directions and distances 
could be given, or participants could try starting from other markers as time permitted 
and practice required.  Here is a detailed set of instructions for 15 people: 
 
Compass Game #2 
1)  Determine your own pace for 100 meters by walking beside the 25m section of the 
rope from one tape to the other (begin with your right foot and count each time your left 
foot touches the ground) then multiply by 4.  Do this three or four times and take your 
average answer.   
My pace for 100m is _______ paces 
 
2)  Calculate the number of paces you must go to cover the distances required in the 
game by multiplying your personal pace by the distance and dividing by 100 (i.e. move 
the decimal two places to the left) and jot the answers down on your game sheet.  You are 
now ready to start. 
 
3)  Find your starting point #Xm taped on the rope and proceed as directed on your game 
sheet. 
 
4)  You should end up somewhere close to a #Ym tape on the rope.  Record this 
destination. 
 

Starting Point #2m Go 250 for 36m   ______ paces 
 then 2440 for 16m   ______ paces 
 then 1430 for 32m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
 
Starting Point #4m Go 3550 for 30m ______ paces 
 then 860 for 29.5m ______ paces 
 then 1910 for 33m ______ paces 
Destination reached: ______ Correct destination: ______ 
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Starting point #6m Go 370 for 40m ______ paces 
 then 2580 for 18m ______ paces 
 then 1460 for 34m ______ paces 
Destination reached: ______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #8m Go 3430 for 36m ______ paces 
 then 1120 for 19m ______ paces 
 then 1940 for 28m ______ paces 
Destination reached: ______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #10m Go 210 for 32m   ______ paces 
 then 1200 for 15m   ______ paces 
 then 2170 for 28m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #12m Go 510 for 30m   ______ paces 
 then 2860 for 28m   ______ paces 
 then 1940 for 28m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #14m Go 3380 for 32m   ______ paces 
 then 980 for 20m   ______ paces 
 then 1930 for 28m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #16m Go 3110 for 20m   ______ paces 
 then 820 for 36m   ______ paces 
 then 1940 for 19m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
   
Starting Point #18m Go 290 for 23m   ______ paces 
 then 2660 for 30m   ______ paces 
 then 1650 for 19m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #20m Go 220 for 32m   ______ paces 
 then 2350 for 34m   ______ paces 
 then 1230 for 19m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #22m Go 3370 for 31m   ______ paces 
 then 1180 for 28m   ______ paces 
 then 2430 for 34m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
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Starting Point #24m Go 420 for 21m   ______ paces 
 then 2910 for 20m   ______ paces 
 then 2170 for 28m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #26m Go 30 for 35m   ______ paces 
 then 2350 for 16m   ______ paces 
 then 1710 for 31m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #28m Go 3380 for 38m   ______ paces 
 then 2500 for 10m   ______ paces 
 then 1640 for 33m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Starting Point #30m Go 70 for 34m   ______ paces 
 then 2560 for 28m   ______ paces 
 then 1420 for 34m ______ paces 
Destination reached:  _______ Correct destination: ______ 
 
Rope Game Answer Sheet 
2m – 22m 18m – 4m 
4m – 24m 20m – 20m 
6m – 32m 22m – 4m 
8m – 8m 24m – 2m 
10m – 18m 26m – 18m 
12m – 2m 28m – 14m 
14m – 16m 30m – 28m 
16m – 32m 
 
* Reprinted by permission of Silva Limited 
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6. Contour Matching Game* 
Three games are possible by using the contour lines and hill silhouettes below: 

1) Make sufficient copies (i.e. 1 for each player) of the lines and silhouettes and ask 
each person to match the hills to the contours. 

2) Make copies of only the hill outlines.  The players must then draw the contour 
lines corresponding to the hill silhouettes. 

3) Make copies of only the contour lines and ask the players to draw the hill outlines. 
 

* Reprinted by permission of Silva Limited 
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7. Map and Compass Exercise* 
Determine the magnetic bearings from one point to another in each sketch below using a 
protractor or compass.  For the first five assume that the North/South lines are magnetic, 
but for the remainder assume that they are true north lines.  Measure from the center of 
each symbol or number to the center of the other symbol or number.  The declination is 
220 West of North. 

 
* Reprinted by permission of Silva Limited 
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8. Direction and Distance Game #2 
In a forested area with a visibility of about 25 meters ask each player (or group of 
players) to set off from a central point at a given bearing.  At a distance of 25, 50, 75, or 
100m (the distance to be chosen by the player), a marker (e.g. a cardboard square) with a 
letter and number on it is attached to a tree at head height. 
The instructor records all control numbers, bearing and distances on a board.  Each player 
records this information on a control card.  The task is now to find all the markers and 
mark on the control card the letter corresponding to each marker (one letter, that erected 
by the player, will be known, therefore each player needs to find one marker less than the 
total set out). 
To separate players so that all do not look for the same marker at once, have each player 
start at the control one number above the one they set up, i.e. the person who placed 
marker no. 2 would start looking for marker no. 3. 
 
The sketch below shows how 14 markers might be set up for this game. 
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9. Orienteering Exercises 
Each participant will be given a course to prepare for the last day’s navigation exercise.  
It is advisable to use, as much as possible, features which one would be using on a 
topographic map when travelling from one location to another.  Control markers may be 
used but they must be set so that the participant finds the control by finding the feature 
first.  Eight to twelve markers will be set out; three of these will be compulsory.   
 
The participant copies the locations of the markers and clues from a master map to 
his/her own map.  Each participant then makes up his/her own route to include a 
minimum of five markers up to a maximum of eight.  Next a detailed plan is prepared and 
recorded on a route card.  The route card is carefully checked by an instructor before the 
participant starts. 
 
If the instructor has any doubts as to the ability of the participant to complete the course 
he/she will assist the participant in drawing up another route that is better suited to his/her 
navigational ability.  It is important that all exercises are carried out in a well defined area 
surrounded by natural and/or man-made boundaries (e.g. rivers, lakes, roads, power lines, 
etc.). 
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